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Abstract— Towards achieving the goal of green transportation,
the usage of battery powered electric vehicles (BEVs) has been
continuously growing across the globe. However, considering
the limited number of Charging Stations (CSs) in the cities,
electric vehicle charging problem has become a challenging
task, especially, due to the constraints of longer waiting time
and dynamic pricing at the CHs. This issue has led to the
degradation in Quality of Experience (QoE) for BEV drivers.
Moreover, Charging Point (CP) service providers in the cities
also suffer from lack of space which causes higher congestion at
the CSs. In this context, we propose ChaseMe, a heuristic scheme
for optimizing CS management by scheduling BEVs based on
availability and type (fast/ultra-fast) of CPs by considering delay
and charging time for CPs reservation. The proposed heuristic
scheme consists of two soft computing techniques i) Harris
Hawk Optimization (HHO) and ii) Fuzzy Inference System (FIS).
Former technique is used to map the CP reservation requests to
the best-suited CS by considering Quality of Service (QoS) para-
meters and acting as a global optimizer. FIS locally manages CPs
at a particular CS in coordination with proposed meta-heuristic
technique. The experimental results prove the benefits of the
proposed ChaseMe framework as compared to the state-of-the-
art techniques considering various charging metrics for BEVs.

Index Terms— Battery electric vehicles (BEVs), intelligent
transportation system (ITS), optimization, reservation policy, soft
computing.

I. INTRODUCTION

BATTERY powered Electric Vehicles (BEVs) have been
successfully adopted as commercial, individual and pub-

lic vehicle fleets across the globe to offer green mobility
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towards pollution free transportation [1], [2]. BEVs can
significantly reduce the carbon based pollutants emitted by
traditional vehicles and mitigate the transportation dependency
on conventional energy resources such as oil and gas [3].
Generally, BEVs are charged at a Charging Station (CS)
connected to an electricity supplying grid network [4]. The
multiple Charging Points (CPs) are available at a CS with
fast and ultra-fast charging capabilities [5]. As of now, BEVs
need frequent charging, particularly, for longer journey due
to finite battery capacity constraint. In order to improve
market penetration of BEVs, one of the challenging research
question that needs to be answered is how to effectively
manage the charging processes of BEVs [6] to improve
driver’s QoE with range of traffic parameters and vehicular
communication [7].

In this context, the issue of charging point scheduling has
been investigated in [8] for finding the suitable CSs and
reserving them for the requested BEVs. Most of the state-
of-the-art studies on CS selection are based on traditional
client-server centralized system architecture without consid-
ering real-time traffic parameters [9]. However, researchers
overlooked the optimization of the schedule in case of more
number of charging requests. Existing CS selection schemes
have attempted to minimize waiting time at CS [10]–[12]. The
Minimum Queuing Time (MQT) at local CS is considered
as the major prioritization criteria in the CS selection [13].
However, impact of real time traffic conditions including travel
distance towards CS, traffic density, average travelling speed
were overlooked which result in poor QoE for drivers due to
last minute congestion at CSs in case of BEVs requesting
a particular CS at the same time [14]. Conclusively, time
and efforts spent in search of CSs availability towards travel
direction and waiting for the service in a long queue degrade
driver’s QoE. Therefore, an optimal pre-reservation charging
policy can potentially improve BEV driving QoE considering
CS Service Provider (SP) centric and vehicular dynamic QoS
parameters.

In particular, the limitations of the state-of-the-art
approaches on CS selection can be summarized as follows:
• Traditional solutions based on client-server architecture

limit the CS accessibility and availability due to absence
of cloud or edge supported ubiquitous architecture.

• The real time vehicular dynamics representing QoS para-
meters have been overlooked, and on the contrary, which
rely on localized CS statistics.
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• In CPs scheduling solutions, there are lack of opti-
mization approaches for accounting QoS based load
balancing and traffic constraints at CS, vehicular
dynamics, heterogeneous infrastructure, and driver’s
preference.

Towards aiming to address the aforementioned challenges,
this paper proposes a CS selection framework ChaseMe
focusing on optimization of real time traffic centric QoS para-
meters and cloud or edge based distributed system architecture.
The four major contributions of the proposed CS selection
framework are as follows:

1) A system model is presented as the two-level charging
scheduling optimization problem formulation consid-
ering vehicular dynamics, driver as well as service
provider centric QoS parameters.

2) An Optimized Reservation Policy (ORP) solution of the
problem is developed focusing on optimal mapping the
charging reservation requests to the CSs using Harris
Hawk Optimization (HHO).

3) A resource efficient fitness function is designed using
Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) for the ORP solution
enabling it as a second level local optimizer consid-
ering light, medium and heavy BEVs requirements of
fast/ultra-fast charging points at the charging stations.

4) The performance behaviour of the proposed ORP solu-
tion is evaluated through realistic simulation study, and
the results are compared with several state-of-the-art
approaches to attest its benefits.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. The literature
review is presented in Section II. The problem is formulated in
Section III. The proposed ChaseMe is detailed in Section IV.
The simulation study of the model is discussed in Section V.
Finally, paper is concluded in Section VI.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Most of the research efforts for CS-reservation policies
are based on the centralized systems, and major efforts have
been made to optimize the BEVs’ charging waiting time [9].
The work in [15] utilized the idea of a centrally connected
global controller across CSs in which all EVs send charging
requests to obtain the status information. The work in [16]
relayed the information such as BEV reservation status or
queuing time for charging, scheduling by considering route
information for optimizing the performance metrics. In [10],
a BEV charging policy was proposed in which high capacity
CS accepts charging for on-the-move BEV by advertising
its service on a higher frequency, and the BEV with a less
battery can frequently sense such services of the CS. Further,
a CS selection scheme was proposed to maximize the profit
by increasing and decreasing charging rates by accounting
the arrival and departure rate of the BEVs at the CS [17].
Architecture considering smart grid communication was also
introduced for energy management of BEVs considering bat-
tery replacement and traffic congestion on the road [18].

Besides, few reservation-based schemes have been proposed
to enhance the reservation intelligence utilizing anticipated

BEVs mobility information [19] and city scenario [20]. The
work in [6], investigated a technology named as battery
switching to improve BEV driver’s comfort benefiting from
fully recharged switchable batteries at CSs (CSs). Researchers
in [21], introduced a framework for communication on-the-
move BEV charging scenarios that was based on the subscrip-
tion to broadcast essential CS information to BEVs to optimize
decisions of charging. With advancements in the research,
a BEV charging management system [22] was proposed focus-
ing on decision making on CS-selection and to manage BEV’s
charging plans to decrease driver’S trip duration via midway
charging at CSs. In this work [23], a simulation model was
described for routing and reservation system of CP based on
infrastructure deployed in Ireland. Authors utilized extensive
monte-carlo simulations to measure irish population density
and to estimate trip length. Few research efforts have also
been made on charging cost optimization via minimal peak
loads utilizing decentralized control strategies [24], [25] for
BEV charging which establish a charging schedule to meet
the overnight demand. Further, Furkan et al. [26] also pre-
sented a model of Battery Swapping Station (BSS) including
dynamicity of energy price and EVs load using a forecasting
technique. An error analysis was also done with the case study
of a fleet of 100 EVs to assess the suitability of the fore-
casting method. Devendiran et al. [27] proposed an intelligent
mechanism for electric vehicle scheduling using exponential
HHO.

Unlike others, in ChaseMe, we identified two level CP
reservation requests scheduling problem. Hence, the pro-
posed ORP is composed of two soft computing techniques;
HHO [28] is used to map charging point requests to the CSs
at the global level, and FIS is used to schedule CP reservation
requests at local CS level considering heterogeneous charging
demands.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

The system model includes a vehicular network consist-
ing of Road Side Units (RSUs) equipped with the Multi-
access Edge Computing (MEC) servers for the networking
connection if public Internet connection is not available.
In this scenario, RSU units are responsible for receiving
the BEVs charging requests and forwarding them to other
RSUs/BEVs/Cloud server. On the other hand, RSUs are also
responsible for receiving the Cloud server booked slots from
Charging Stations (CS) and send them to the respective BEVs.
BEVs are assumed to be distributed using the Homogeneous
Poisson Point Process (HPPP) considering the RSUs service
radius R.

ORP modelling for BEVs charging includes a group of
BEVs with Charging Requests (CRs), CSs comprised of
multiple Charging Points (CPs) as the major entities. BEV’s
charging request maintains a State of Charge (SoC) to
reach the destination, and it contains available time window
(charging start time, charging time) and priority. Priority of
the BEV is computed based on its usage i.e., Emergency
(ambulance, fire brigade, patrolling vehicles etc.), personal
and warehouse related vehicles have higher, less and lowest
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TABLE I

MAIN NOTATIONS AND THEIR DESCRIPTIONS

priorities respectively. While sending the CRs to the ORP,
BEVs add preferred start charging time which is proportional
to the given priority, and private information is kept separated
from other CSs. In order to meet the dynamism of the
network, CSs offer CPs with different charging capacities.
ORP accounts waiting time, preferred start charging time
and charging duration while making its scheduling deci-
sions. Considering smart city CS infrastructure, smart trans-
port infrastructure network includes m CSs, where C S =
{C S1,C S2, . . .C Sm}, given C Si (1 ≤ i ≤ m) is equipped
with pi (1 ≤ j ≤ pi ) number of charging points i.e.,
C Si = {C Pi,1,C Pi,2, . . . ,C Pi, j , . . . ,C Pi,pi }, denotes the set
of charging points at i th CS where y = ∑m

i=1 pi . CSs are
ready to serve n BEVs B EV = {b1, b2, . . . bn}, n ≥ 2,
BEVs seek suitable CS to charge the batteries following
residual battery and timing constraints. With this scenario,
a graph (vehicular network) G =< V , E > is formed
where V represents set CS, and E represents the set of road
lanes (edges) connecting CSs. The weight over the edges of
the graph is the shortest Euclidean distance (km) between
source BEV and destination CS that is computed through
Floyd-warshall algorithm. Distance between BEV and any
CP is identical to the parent CS. A pictorial representation
(consisting physical world and cyber world) for the same is
shown in Fig. 1. Further, CSs offer different charging rates

Fig. 1. Cyber-physical world.

R = {R f , Ru f }, R f and Ru f indicate rate of fast and ultra-fast
CPs respectively. It is assumed that all BEVs are equipped with
wireless and GPS devices for the real-time communication
to make their charging request with the relevant information
such as GPS coordinates, electricity consumption rate, residual
battery capacity, velocity and priority. The sequence of BEVs
at any queue is determined following the timestamp of arrival
time at the CS. It is also assumed that each BEV can reach
at least one CS with its residual battery capacity. To support
this, arrival time and current SoC are used for calculating
aggregated finish time by accounting queue waiting time and
charging time. After collecting information from BEV and
CS, a tuple < ag,i, j , ptg, f tg,i, j , cg,i, j > is maintained at
the Cloud server for g-th BEV (1 ≤ g ≤ n). The value
for the arrival time is dynamically estimated considering the
respective charging station, and the different traffic parameters
on the road towards the charging station. Here, ag,i, j represents
the arrival time of g-th BEV at the j-th CP of the i-th CS, ptg
denotes preferred start time of g-th BEV, f tg,i, j is the finish
time of the g-th BEV at the j-th CP of the i-th CS, and cg,i, j

represents the charging duration of the g-th BEV at the j-th
CP of the i-th CS to reach from current SoC to required SoC
(SoC’), ag,i, j ≤ ptg ≤ f tg,i, j − cg,i, j .

cg,i, j =
Eg ∗ (SoC �g − SoCg)

Ri, j
(1)

where, Eg represents the maximum battery power (Ah) of
g-th BEV with lower bound Elbg , and Ri, j is the charging
rate at j-th CP of i-th CS i.e., Ri, j ∈ {R f , Ru f }. The SoC �g
denotes the SoC required by the BEV to reach its respective
destination, and SoC is the current SoC which is proportional
to current battery (Ecg ). The maximum distance travelled by
g-th BEV before running out of battery is calculated as,

ξg = vg
Ecg − Elbg

Ri, j
(2)

where, vg represents the velocity of the g-th BEV with dg,i, j ≤
ξg,i, j (dg,i, j is the euclidean distance between g-th BEV and
j-th CP of i-th CS).
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Lets assume that Bi, j is the set of BEVs which are gen-
erating charging request at j-th CP of i-th CS, such that,
n = ∑m

i=1
∑pi

j=1 |Bi, j |. Further, assuming that the g-th BEV
arrives at j-th CP of i-th CS, then the arrival time and actual
charging time are represented as ag,i, j and cg,i, j respectively,
where, the sum of charging time of each BEV at j-th CP of i-th
CS i.e., ψi, j =∑

g∈Bi, j
ψg,i, j where ψg,i, j is calculated as,

ψg,i, j =
{

max(ρi, j , ag,i, j )+ cg,i, j , i f g = 1

max(ψg−1,i, j , ag,i, j )+ cg,i, j , otherwi se
(3)

where, ρi, j represents the finish charging time of the last
scheduled BEV at j-th CP of i-th CS. Thus, Total Charging
Time (TCT) time of the g-th BEV at j-th CP of i-th CS can
be obtained as,

T CTg,i, j =
m∑

i=1

pi∑
j=1

(max(ρ j , ag,i, j )+ cg,i, j )F
0
g,i, j

+
∑

k∈Ug,i, j

(max(ψg, j , ag, j )+ cg, j )F
k
g,i, j (4)

where, Ug,i, j represents the set of BEVs which precedes g-th
BEV at j-th CP of i-th CS, F0

g,i, j is 1 if g-th BEV is the first
at j-th CP of i-th CS and 0 otherwise, and metric Fk

g,i, j has
value 1 if k-th BEV precedes g-th BEV at j-th CP of i-th CS
otherwise it remains 0.

In view of this modeling, the proposed ORP acts as a two
level optimization problem: firstly, problem is to schedule
BEVs charging requests to the best suited CS considering
BEV dynamics and CS constraints (current load) to optimize
the total charging time and balanced BEVs distribution (load)
to the CSs. Secondly, the problem is to further assign BEVs
to CPs considering heterogeneous BEVs and heterogeneous
CPs (at the same CS) scenarios to optimize queue length
(charging time) in view of different charging capacities. Thus,
the scheduling problem of ORP can be formulated as:

Minimize
n∑

g=1

T CTg,i∗, j∗ (5)

where j∗ = argmin j=1...pi T CTg,i, j (6)

and i∗ = argmini=1...m T CTg,i, j (7)

subject to
∑
j∈y

Fg,i, j δg,i, j = 1 (8)

dg,i, j ≤ ξg ∀g ∈ B EV (9)

γg =
{

0, i f SoCg ≤ SoC �g
1, otherwi se

(10)

where, δg,i, j is 1 if g-th BEV can reach j-th CP of i-th CS
otherwise it is 0. In other words, Eq. 8 ensures that BEV can
reach at-least one CP of any CS, where y is the total number
of charging points in the city. Eq. 9 checks that g-th BEV that
has enough battery power to reach the selected CP. In Eq. 10,
γg,i, j is 1 if g-th BEV has reached the required level of SoC
and ready to leave, otherwise it is 0. Thus, it mandates that if
a BEV arrives at any CP, it can not leave before the required
level of charging i.e., this model is based on no-preemption
approach.

Fig. 2. Context diagram for the ChaseMe.

IV. THE ChaseMe FRAMEWORK

A. The System Overview

Fig. 1 shows the cyber physical world of BEVs optimized
reservation policy. Smart city is considered with the well
planned deployment of BEVs oriented CSs. Geographic loca-
tion of each CS along with its CPs (with their capacity and
current loads of BEVs charging requests) is maintained at the
cloud server as a graph. Nodes of the graph represent CSs,
and edges of the graph represent distance between two CSs.
The deployment of the proposed BEVs reservation policy is
done at the cloud server. Following this architecture of BEVs
ORP deployment, Fig. 2 presents an abstract model of the
proposed system. It consists of five steps as follow: Step1:
BEV client sends its charging request to the cloud server where
the proposed ORP maintains a queue of the charging requests.
Step2: BEV service provider periodically updates the status
of CPs about the current load of the respective CPs at the
cloud server (as it contains the information of the CSs in the
formed graph). Step3: Periodically, ORP collects a window
of predefined number of charging requests from the queue.
After that, it applies HHO meta-heuristic algorithm along
with the coordination of FIS to optimize the scheduling of
charging requests at the CSs/CPs to minimize TCT accounting
other QoS parameters. It returns a BEV charging schedule for
each charging request. Step4: After step 3, ORP generated
schedule is offered to the respective requester. Based on
his/her feasibility, CP requester accepts or rejects the schedule.
Step5: After confirmation (accept/reject) about the charging
schedule offer from the BEV charging requester, proposed
model updates CSs reservation status.

Detailed functioning modules of the proposed ORP along
with three verticals namely BEV clients, optimized reservation
policy and BEV service provider are pictorially represented
in Fig. 3. This representation determines an ordered logi-
cal flow among several modules of the system. The model
initiates as soon as client makes a Charging Reservation
Request (CRR) following the BEV client side module 1. The
same CRR is collected by Request Queue Maintainer (RQM)
Module; RQM maintains a queue along with time stamp
of each client in First In First Out (FIFO) order. Set of
requests are periodically forwarded to the Request Window
Extractor (RWE) module (3). RWE extracts a window of the
predefined number (that is decided based on frequency of the
requests and server capability), all CRRs contained in this
window will be scheduled/processed together by the HHO
algorithm. Following this window of CRRs, Client Location
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Fig. 3. ChaseMe system model.

Detector (CLD) detects GPS locations of all CRRs contained
in window. Based on this GPS locations and CRRs inputs,
module 5 calculates distance, charging time and travel delay
related parameters; these parameters act as the inputs to the
proposed ORP for the optimization. In parallel, Resource
Availability Monitor (RAM) module activates and periodically
sends the updates of the availability of CPs at the respective
CS to ORP system (deployed at cloud server). This updated
information of the CPs is sent along with the CSs location,
CS distance matrix parameters which are calculated using
module 7. Data/Information obtained by modules 5, 6 and
7 becomes the input to the optimized ORP as shown in module
8. ORP is composed of two sub-modules: 8a) it implements
HHO algorithm to optimize the scheduling of CRRs on CSs
at the global level based on input parameters, and 8b) module
implements FIS at the local level to allocate best suited CP to
CRR (scheduled by HHO to the respective CS) considering
fast and ultra-fast requirements and BEV type. These two
sub-modules cooperatively optimize the solution following the
iterative procedure of HHO. Once, termination criteria of HHO
is met then optimized schedule is produced in module 9.
The same schedule is forwarded to Schedule Confirmation
Module (SCM) (module 10). Based on the received inputs
from the clients, Central Resources Manager (CRM) is updated
at service provider side. Clients (rejecting schedule) re-submit
their CRRs and repeat the same process.

B. The Proposed Charging Point Reservation Policy

The proposed ORP generates an optimized schedule of
effective mapping of CRRs on CPs (at CS). To do this, the
HHO is encoded to the BEV charging request reservation
problem (Section III) along with an effective fitness function to
map CRRs to the best suited CPs accounting QoS parameters
(distance, delay and time). In general, HHO is competitive
and effective nature-inspired optimization technique, it mimics
all the stages used in hunting by Harris’s hawks to solve the
single-objective optimization problems. HHO adopts coopera-
tive behaviour of one of the most intelligent birds, i.e., Harris’
Hawks in hunting escaping prey (rabbit) [28].

The major tactic used by Harris hawks to capture a prey
is “surprise pounce”, that is also referred as “seven kills”
strategy. With this intelligent strategy, numerous hawks coop-
eratively attack from multiple directions and instantaneously
converge on an identified escaping rabbit outside the coverage
range. This attack is successfully completed by capturing the
prey in few seconds. Harris’ hawk is able to demonstrate
several chasing styles based on the dynamic circumstances
and escaping patterns of the prey. Tactic switching takes place
when leader hawk (best) stops at the prey and gets lost, and
the same chase is continued by one of the flock members.
Switching activities are observed in diverse situations as they
are useful to confuse the escaping rabbit. Major benefit of such
cooperative tactics is that the Harris’ hawks can chase detected
rabbit to the exhaustion, as it increases the vulnerability.
Finally, rabbit cannot escape from confronted team besiege
since one of the hawks that is most experienced one and
powerful, which easily captures the rabbit and shares it with
other flock members.

Following the same procedure, the proposed ORP
(Algorithm 1) begins (0th iteration) with the predefined num-
ber (H ) of randomly generated initial population of hawks;
Xwh (t), (1 ≤ h ≤ H ) is the initial location (position) of hth

search agent at t th iteration in wth dimension. If it is not the
0th iteration, in each iteration, Smallest Position Value (SPV)
rule (Section IV (D)) is used to the Xh(t) vector and a
respective smallest position vector Sh(t) is generated. Next,
SPV Sh(t) is evaluated using the proposed fitness function
(Section IV(E)), and the respective fitness value (Fvalh(t))
is calculated for each hawk. Based on minimum fitness value,
X R and XrabV al are updated. Further, using Eq. 16, the energy
and jump strength are updated. Based on the energy, Soft and
Hard besiege with or without progressive rapid dives, location
vector is updated using Eqs. 17, 19, 23 and 24 as per satisfying
assertions. After each iteration, the two termination criterion of
HHO is verified to halt the procedure: i) maximum number of
iterations, ii) all Hawks convergence to the same point. At the
end, X R is returned which is the final solution.

C. Encoding

A Hawk (search agent) represents a location vector cor-
responding to BEVs, and the length of the vector is equal
to the number of BEVs charging requests (at the instant)
made to reserve the CPs. Let, the location of hth search agent
in wth dimensional search space is denoted by the location
vector i.e., Xh = {X1

h , X2
h , X3

h, . . . .., Xwh }. The minimum
and maximum ranges of the search agent for each hawk are
defined considering multi-dimensional search space as [Xmin ,
Xmax ] respectively. The normalized location vector values are
generated in the range of [0.0, 4.0]. At 0th iteration for hth

search agent, the wth BEV location is generated by Eq. 11.

Xwh (0) = Xmin + (Xmax − Xmin ) ∗ l (11)

where, l variable signifies uniform random distribution
between 0 and 1.
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Algorithm 1 ORP
Input : Network, Area, Nodes
Output: X R

1 begin
2 H ← PosSi ze; XrabV al ← ∞; X R ← [ ]; t ← 0;
3 while ¬TerminationCondition do
4 for h = 1 To H do
5 if t == 0 then
6 Xh(t) ← Randomly generated position

vector using Eq. 11;

7 else
8 Sh(t) ← SPV(Xh(t));
9 Fvalh(t) ← Fitness(Sh(t));

10 [P Ind, PV al] ← min(FitV al);
11 if XrabV al > PV al then
12 X R ← X P I nd (t));
13 XrabV al ← PV al;

14 E0=2rand()-1, J=2(1-rand())
15 Update the E using Eq. 16
16 if (|E | ≥ 1) then
17 Update the location vector using Eq. 14

Exploration phase

18 if (|E | < 1) then
19 if (r ≥ 0.5 and|E | ≥ 0.5) then
20 Update the location vector using Eq.

17 Soft besiege

21 else if (r ≥ 0.5 and|E | < 0.5) then
22 Update the location vector using Eq.

19 Hard besiege

23 else if (r < 0.5 and|E | ≥ 0.5) then
24 Update the location vector using Eq.

23 Soft besiege with progressive rapid
dives

25 else if (r < 0.5 and|E | < 0.5) then
26 Update the location vector using Eq.

24 Hard besiege with progressive
rapid dives

27 t=t+1;

28 Return (X R);

D. Smallest Position Value (SPV)

As discussed, encoding of hawks is in continuous valued
vector; however, solution is required in discrete value vector
as the charging requests of the vehicles are represented in
the sequence of discrete values vector. There is need of a
mechanism to convert these continuous values into discrete
values vector. To do this, SPV operator is employed. SPV [29]
is a heuristic rule which is used to convert the continuous value
vector into discrete value vector for all class of sequencing
problem. Same is utilized with the HHO which enables the
conversion of continuous location value vector X of the hawks
into the discrete valued location vectors S. Details of the SPV
notion is discussed in [29] which uses a sor t () function which

TABLE II

IF/ELSE RULE MAPPING W.R.T. ULTRA-FAST CHARGER

arranges the hawk’s dimension indexes in an increasing order
of position to produce the discrete value vector corresponding
to its continuous location vector.

E. Fitness Function

As fitness function is very important component for any
meta-heuristic algorithm’s performance. The main objective
of this work is to minimize the Total Charging Time (TCT)
of the schedule (each Hawk) considering fast/ultra-fast CPs at
the respective CS. TCT is significantly affected by the type of
vehicles and charging rate of the selected CP. Therefore, FIS
provides flexibility considering uncertainties. In FIS, absolute
false value and absolute truth values are represented with
0.0 and 1.0, and support for intermediate values are also
provided with the partial memberships w.r.t. the taken variable.
Typical FIS consists of mainly four subsystems; Rule base,
Fuzzification, Inference Engine and DeFuzzification. In the
proposed FIS, rule base consists of IF-THEN rules pertaining
type of BEVs. For the given scheduling problem, rules are
tabulated in Table II. Second step is Fuzzification where crisp
value is converted into fuzzy value with the assignment of
a membership value. For the given scenario, BEV type is
taken as (‘Heavy’,‘Medium’,‘Light’). At any instant, BEVs
arriving at CS are counted according to BEV type where
|H.B EV |, |M.B EV | and |L .B EV | represents the respective
counts for heavy, medium and light vehicles. To calculate the
fuzzy values representing respective membership value, H.F.,
M.F. and L.F. are calculated using following equation.

H.F. = |H.B EV |
|H.B EV | + |M.B EV | + |L .B EV |

M.F. = |M.B EV |
|H.B EV | + |M.B EV | + |L .B EV |

L .F. = |L .B EV |
|H.B EV | + |M.B EV | + |L .B EV | (12)

For the Defuzzification, λ cut method is used [30]. Further,
to convert fuzzy values into crisp value (in 0 or 1), threshold
value (λ) is taken into account, if membership value is greater
than λ, true (1) is the output otherwise false (0) becomes the
output. The output helps to select the respective CP at the CS,
if final result is 1, ultra-fast charger is selected for BEV i,
otherwise, fast-charger is selected. After getting its value for
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BEV i, charging rate R j will be calculated following Eq. (13).

R j =
{

R, C Ptype = 1

ζ R, otherwi se
(13)

where R is the charging rate for ultra fast chargers, and
ζ represents a factor of charging depletion rate for fast charger
and its value lies in [0, 1] interval. Once, R j is calculated,
charging time of BEV for CP j can be calculated using
the Eq. 1. After finding out the R j , BEV is scheduled to
j th CP, and then TCT is calculated for the given scenario
by following Eq. 5.

F. Location Updating Rules

In the proposed algorithm, position of hawks representing
a solution of allocating BEV to various CS is updated by
with the exploration phase, transition to exploitation and
exploitation phase. These phases follow soft besiege and hard
besiege.

1) Exploration Phase: Randomly generated search agents
at the respective locations are the candidate solutions which
consists of the BEV scheduled to CPs, and the best candidate
solution (allocation in each step) is considered as the intended
prey or nearly the optimum. Hawks detect a prey based on
two strategies considering an equal chance q for each perching
strategy, they perch based on positions of other members and
the rabbit that is generated in Eq. (11) for the condition of
q < 0.5, or perch on random tall trees, which is modeled in
Eq. (14) for the condition of q ≥ 0.5. For t th iteration

X (t + 1) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

Xrdm(t)− r1|Xrdm(t)− 2r2 X (t)|,
q ≥ 0.5

(X R(t)−Xavg(t))−r3(L B+r4(XU B−X L B)),

q < 0.5
(14)

where, X(t+1) is the position vector of agents (BEV schedul-
ing in next iteration) used in next iteration t + 1, X R

denotes the position of rabbit (possible optimum BEV schedul-
ing), X(t) represents the current position vector of agents,
r1, r2, r3, r4 and q are the random values in the range (0,1),
and X L B and XU B denote the upper and lower bounds of
variables, Xrdm(t) is a randomly selected agent from current
population, and Xavg shows average of the position from
current population scheduling agents. The average of position
of hawks is obtained using Eq. (15):

Xavg(t) = 1

H

H∑
i=1

Xi (t) (15)

where, Xi (t) indicates the location of i th hawk in iteration t,
and H represents the number of hawks.

2) Transition From Exploration to Exploitation: ORP tran-
sitions from exploration to exploitation to change the exploita-
tive behaviours based on the prey’s escaping energy. Therefore,
the energy of a prey is modelled as:

E = 2E0(1− t

T
) (16)

where, E denotes escaping energy of the prey, T represents
maximum number of iterations, and E0 is the initial state of
its energy which randomly changes between (−1, 1). When,
the value of E0 decreases from 0 to −1, it denotes that
rabbit is physically flagging, and the value of E0 increases
(0 to 1), it indicates that rabbit’s position is strengthening. This
behavior helps to keep the variation in various generated BEV
scheduling solutions so that complete spectrum of possible
solutions is covered.

3) Exploitation Phase: Similar to the escaping behaviours
of the prey and chasing tactics of Harris’ hawks in HHO,
four strategies are proposed in ORP to model the solution
finding stage. If r is the probability of a prey in successfully
escaping (r < 0.5) and not successfully escaping (r≥0.5)
before surprising the pounce. Based on this, hawks (solution
agents) perform hard or soft besiege in order to catch the prey.

a) Soft besiege: If r ≥ 0.5 and |E | ≥ 0.5 (pray has good
energy and try to escape), the Harris’ hawks encircle it softly
to exhaust the rabbit and perform the surprise pounce. This
behaviour for the same is modelled as:

X (t + 1) = 	X (t)−E |J X R(t)− X (t)| (17)

where,

	X (t) = X R(t)− X (t) (18)

where, J = 2(1− r5) denotes random jump strength of rabbit
throughout the escaping process, and it changes randomly
(in each iteration) to simulate the behaviour of the rabbit
motions to keep the variation in the solutions.

b) Hard besiege: If r < 0.5 and |E | ≥ 0.5 (prey is
exhausted and has low escaping energy), Harris’ hawks hardly
encircle the prey to perform the surprise pounce, and the
current positions are updated using Eq. 19:

X (t + 1) = X R(t)−E |	X (t)| (19)

c) Soft besiege with progressive rapid dives: If r ≥ 0.5
and |E | < 0.5, it denotes rabbit has good amount of energy
to escape and still a soft besiege, this is more intelligent
procedure than previous case. It is assumed that hawks eval-
uate (decide) their next move using the following rule in Eq.
20, they dive based on LF-based patterns using rule formulated
in Eq. 21.

Y = X R(t)−E |J X R(t)− X (t)| (20)

Z = X R(t)−E |J X R(t)− X (t)| + S × L F(W ) (21)

where, W and S denote the dimension of the problem and
random vector by size 1 × W respectively, and LF is levy
flight function as calculated using Eq. 21 [49]:

L F(w) = 0.01× u × α
|vc| 1β

(22)

where, u, vc are random values between [0, 1], β denotes
default constant and α variable is calculated same as in [28].
Therefore, the final strategy to update positions of the hawks
can be done by Eq. 22.

X (t + 1) =
{

Y, i f F(Y ) < F(X (t))

Z , i f F(Z) < F(X (t))
(23)
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d) Hard besiege with progressive rapid dives: If r < 0.5
and |E | < 0.5, rabbit does not have enough energy to escape,
thus, a hard besiege constructed before surprise pounce to
capture and kill the prey. Hawks try to decrease distance of
their average location from the escaping prey, and the Eq. 24 is
used to update the location in this phase:

X (t + 1) =
{

Y, i f F(Y ) < F(X (t))

Z , i f F(Z) < F(X (t))
(24)

where, Y or Z denotes the next location for the new iteration.

V. SIMULATION STUDY

This section provides the performance analysis of the
proposed HHO meta-heuristic based ORP using simulation
prepared in MATLAB tool. The objective of the ORP is to find
an optimal schedule of the BEV CRRs to the CSs (comprised
of fast and ultra-fast CPs) such that charging requests are
fairly distributed. To analyze the effectiveness of the proposed
ORP, various important performance metrics are identified
as follows. Total Charging Time (TCT), Average Relative
Imbalance (ARI), Average CRs served per CS and Average
CS Utilization (ACSU). These QoS performance metrics are
formulated as follow:

TCT can be calculated using Eq. 4.

A. Average CRs Served per CS

This metric represents the number of CRs served by the per
CS per unit of time, formulated as,

AverageC RsServedperC S =
∑|C S|

i=1 T CT C S
i

|C R| (25)

where, T CT C S
i represents the total charging time of i th CS

which consist of the summation of TCT of all the CRs served
at that CS given as follows,

T CT C S
i =

∑
C R j∈C Si

T CTj (26)

B. Average CS Utilization (ACSU)

This metric indicates the efficient utilization of CS. The
proposed methodology distributes the heavy BEVs to ultra-fast
CS and other BEVs to fast CS. This metric depends on the
obtained total charging time of BEVs in the network scenarios.

AC SU =
∑|CS|

i=1 T CT CS
i

MaxT ime

|C S| (27)

C. Average Relative Imbalance (ARI)

Even though total charging time and utilization metric
determine the performance of the algorithm, however, all CSs
might not have balanced load distribution due to distance based
distributed load. Due to long waiting queue on one CSs, it may
be possible that BEVs may get charged early form other CSs.
To avoid such discrepancy, ARI metric is used. This metric
helps to achieve the balanced distribution, the Eq. 27 shows

how ARI controls the highest and least load distributed among
all CS.

ARI = MaxT ime− MinT ime

MaxT ime
(28)

where MinT ime and MaxT ime represents the minimum time
and maximum time taken for charging the assigned BEVs
among all CSs which are calculated following Eq. 28 and
Eq. 29 respectively.

MinT ime = min1i≥|C S|T CT C S
i (29)

MaxT ime = max1≥i≥|C S|T CT C S
i (30)

To verify the comparative performance behaviour of the
proposed ORP algorithm, a set of diverse nature algorithms
(First Come First Serve (FCFS) [21], Random [31], Genetic
Algorithm (GA-OEV) [32], Particle Swarm Optimization
(OCS-PSO) [33], hABC [34]) are identified and compared
with the proposed ORP algorithm considering several QoS
performance metrics. Additionally, to analyse the statistical
behaviour of the algorithms in terms of average, best and
standard deviation over a series of experiments, a study is
also done.

1) Simulation Setup: All experiments are conducted on
Windows 7 OS with 4GB RAM and Intel(R) C O RET M

i5-4200U CPU of 2.6GHz. For conducting the experiments,
the network scenarios of different number of BEVs and CSs
are taken in to account. Number of BEVs are varied in the
range (100, 700), and BEV window size is fixed to 100. The
number of CSs is taken while maintaining the BEV density for
balanced charging, therefore, number of CSs is varied from
1/10 to 1/30 of total number of BEVs. The heterogeneity
among the BEVs is considered in three forms: low, medium
and heavy BEVs.

In the simulation, vehicular network’s BEV location and
CS locations are generated in an uniform square and their
respective charging request demands and Number of charging
stations in a zone are also generated randomly between [100,
700] and [10, 30] respectively. Accordingly, their respective
needed charging duration is calculated on the basis of current
and required SoC. Using this information to allocate CSs to
the charging requests, euclidean distance between BEV and
CS is taken into account. Finish time of charging for a BEV
depends on travel time, waiting time, charging time and nature
of CP (fast/ultra-fast). BEVs arrive in the network following
Poisson distribution with a rate of τ ∼ P(λ), where, λ = 5.
It is assumed that each BEV can reach to at-least one CS with
its current battery power. It is also assumed that maximum
battery capacity of BEVs i is in the range of [20 80]Ah, and
velocity is the direct ratio to the electricity consumption rate,
it is taken in between 2 3R−i and distance between each BEV
and CS is in the range of 4-30 Km.

For HHO algorithm parameter settings, default constant β is
taken as 1.5 and J ∈ 0, 2, rest of the parameters are taken same
as suggested in [28]. Variables r1, r2, r3, r4, r5 are randomly
generated in range [0 1]. Population size and iteration numbers
are varied from 20 to 80 and 10 to 50 respectively. Based on
a series of experiments, it was analyzed that HHO produces
its best fitness value with population size = 40 and number of
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Fig. 4. Comparative results of ORP with other state of the art algorithms on varied number of BEVs charging requests.

Fig. 5. Comparative results of ORP with other state of the art algorithms on varied number of CSs.

iterations = 30. Therefore, same parameters were considered
for the experimentation. To avoid the high variability of the
stochastic methods, 30 independent runs are taken for each
experiment and average results are reported in this paper.
The simulation data used is generated randomly to avoid user
subjectivity in experimental results. We do agree that real
driver pattern data would be able to show more clarity in
result analysis for a particular city environment. However,
for the general case study random driving pattern would give
sufficient clarity about the result performance considering
different metrics.

2) Testing Scenarios: The performance behaviour of the
proposed ORP is analysed by conducting a set of experiments
considering four QoS performance metrics (Eqs. 5, 22, 24 and
25) and three different scenarios: 1) varied BEVs charging
requests, 2) varied CSs (in the city zone), and 3) varied
multiple QoS performance metrics together (for both (first and
second) scenarios).

a) xtScenario 1: varied number of BEVs charging
requests: In this scenario, the comparative performance behav-
iour of the algorithms is analysed by conducting a series of
experiments where number of charging requests are varied in
the range of (100, 700). The number of CSs per zone is fixed
to 20 (where city is partitioned in four zones (north, south,
east and west)). Results (in Figs. 4(a), 4(b), 4(c) and 4(d)) are
on varied BEVs charging requests on TCT, ARI, Average CRs
Served per CS and ACSU performance metrics respectively.
‘Y’ axis of the figure shows the respective performance metric,
and ‘X’ axis denotes varied BEVs charging requests. From
the Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) it is observed that the proposed ORP
achieves minimal (optimal) TCT and ARI respectively, over
other state of the art algorithms despite of increase in the BEVs
charging requests. Further, results (in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)) show

that the proposed ORP also beats other algorithms for the
Average CRs Served per CS and ACSU performance metrics
respectively. The reason for this significant improvement in the
performance of ORP (over other state of the art algorithms)
is that ORP has an effective exploration and exploitation
mechanism to refine the solution in an iterative fashion, and
the proposed fitness function is built on the base of Fuzzy
inference rules to automatic adjust the CPs based on BEVs
requests during the run and effectively optimizes the respective
QoS performance metric. Form this study, it is observed that
the proposed ORP policy is sustainable to meet the desired
QoS performance metrics for the case of when number of
charging requests is increasing drastically. With this set of
experiments, it is also observed that the proposed solution
does not be much affected by increasing the number of
BEV requests since it dynamically selects a window of BEV
charging requests to process them together in an iteration.
In this set of experiments, 100 BEV window size is considered
by the RWE module. However, this window size can be
increased with increased computational infrastructure.

b) Scenario 2: varied charging stations: Scenario 2 is
designed to analyse the scalable performance behaviour of
the proposed ORP. A set of experiments were conducted
considering increased number of CSs in the city zone to
analyse the comparative performance behaviour of the algo-
rithms. Number of CSs per zones is varied in the range of
(10, 30), and number of BEVs charging requests are fixed to
400 for this scenario. Results (in Figs. 5(a), 5(b), 5(c) and 5(d))
are obtained on varied CSs for TCT, ARI, Average CRs
Served per CS and ACSU performance metrics respectively.
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) are the evidence for the optimal TCT
and ARI respectively over other state of the art algorithms.
Similarly, Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) prove the effectiveness of the
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Fig. 6. Comparative results of ORP with other state of the art algorithms
on multi parameters.

TABLE III

ANALYSIS OF TOTAL TIME

ORP to achieve better Average CRs Served per CS and ACSU
respectively instead of increasing CSs in city. Noteworthy,
this performance is enhanced due to the proposed fitness
function as FIS is dynamically able to transfer the charging
requests to fast/ultra-fast charging points by observing the
BEVs charging requests, and following the fitness value, ORP
iterative procedure converges in same direction to optimize
QoS metrics. Study (in scenario 2) attests the scalability of
the proposed ORP policy w.r.t. QoS performance metrics.

c) Scenario 3: Varied multiple QoS performance met-
rics: This scenario is to analyse the multi-parameter behav-
iour of the algorithms accounting the issues tackled in
scenarios 1 and 2. Three parameters (TCT, ARI and ACSU)
are considered to conduct this set of experiments. In this
scenario, one can be interested to visualize the performance
behaviour of the algorithms on multiple parameters. The test-
ing parameters for this scenario are taken from the scenario 1
and scenario 2. Thus, Figs. 6(a) and 6 (b) show the results for
the scenario 1 and scenario 2 respectively. From the results,
it can be analysed that despite of contradicting nature of
the multiple parameters, the proposed ORP achieves desired
solution as it lies in most desired centroid region of 3D plots
that is the most interested region. The statistical behaviour of
the algorithms is also analysed to measure the performance
metric (TCT), and results corresponding to best, average
and standard deviation (STD) obtained by the algorithms are
illustrated in Table III. From the results, it is observed that the
proposed ORP also performs better than other state of the art
algorithms in terms of average, best and STD of the results.

3) Summary of Observations: This simulation study is
carried out with three test-case scenarios: 1) varied num-
ber of charging requests, and 2) varied number of charging
stations for single performance metric i.e., TCT, ARI, avg.
charging requests served per CS, and ACSU, and 3) varied
multiple performance metrics. The results are compared with
various state of the art methods i.e., GA-OEV, OCS-PSO,

Fig. 7. Comparative study for avg. waiting time per BEV by varying the
number of BEVs charging requests and CSs.

hABC, Random, and FCS. From this study, it is observed
that the proposed ORP policy is quite effective to optimize
the above mentioned performance metrics not only on single
performance metric, it also significantly maintains the good
trade-off among multiple performance metrics as shown in
Fig. 6. With this, one is also interested to analyse the impact
on average waiting time per BEV by varying the number of
BEVs at the CP, and the number of charging stations in the
simulated scenario. Thus, an experimental study is also done,
and the comparative results are shown in Fig. 7. As vehicles
arrive at the selected charging point, delay incurs while waiting
for their respective turn that is shown in Fig. 7(a) and 7(b).
Fig. 7(a) and (b) represent that waiting time of BEV utilizing
ORP is lesser in comparison to other state of the art methods
for varying number of BEVs charging request, and number
of CSs respectively. The delay is incurred at the CP due to
the previous ancestor BEVs getting their turn for arriving
at the CP. Using ORP, this delay is mitigated because of
comparatively much optimized resource allocation strategy.
This study signifies that the proposed ORP policy is quite
novel in terms of optimizing several user and service provider
centric QoS parameters.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an Optimized Reservation Policy (ORP)
framework is presented for scheduling charging request of
BEVs to available CSs in the smart cities environment consid-
ering number of real time traffic parameters. The framework
focuses on limited battery power of BEVs, traffic delays
towards approaching CS and congestion at the CSs as impor-
tant factors in decision making for charging. Initially, an opti-
mization problem is identified considering the scheduling
requirement of dense charging requests of BEVs on available
Charging Points (CPs) at the several CSs using travel distance,
traffic delay, travel time and fast/ultra-fast CP requirements in
the CPs reservation. To solve the problem, an optimized CSs
reservation policy for BEVs is proposed utilizing two soft
computing techniques; i) Harris Hawk Optimization (HHO)
and ii) Fuzzy Inference System (FIS). HHO enabled compo-
nent in the framework offers an effective mapping between
CP reservation requests and available CSs considering range
of QoS parameters in traffic environment, and it acts as
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a global optimizer. FIS enabled component locally manages
the CPs considering light, medium and heavy BEVs dynami-
cally by observing the heterogeneity of BEVs at the respective
CS. The comparative evaluation results attest the benefits
of the proposed ORP framework against the state-of-the-art
schemes. In future research, we will extended the experimental
study considering specific city traffic environment, and related
driver patter data for more precise and city specific recom-
mendation. Further, the work will be extended considering
next generation traffic environments such as drone enabled
BEVs traffic management and availability of edge computing
environment at drones. The consideration of consumer and
service provider centric multiple optimisation parameters, and
multi-objective algorithmic variants will also be the quest.
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